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1.2 Short description of project objective and results  

 
The project objective was to develop the technologies for a hybrid power pack for utility ve-
hicles, which both improves fuel efficiency and reduces the emission of ultra-fine particles at 
the same time. The power pack consists of a fuel cell and a battery and it operates on bio 
fuel. The vehicle should be used for the demonstration of the technologies developed by the 
project partners LiB (BMS and charger for automotive) and DPS (fuel cells). A Fiat Scudo was 
used as a platform for the demonstration at DTU. The project has been an essential driver 

behind the development of: 
- new Automotive BMS products, specifically the n-BMS and the Fast-charge unit. 

These developments have made LiB attractive to major automotive players and have 

among other things led to a >10 mio DKK investment from a Chinese automotive 

company 

- significant improvement of the High Temperature PEM fuel cells on all level from 

manufacturing to price and performance. This has enabled DPS to attract significant 

investments. DPS continue to pursue the “power pack” concept together with new 

partner. 

  

Formålet med projektet var et udvikle en hybrid power enhed til arbejdskøretøjer, som dels 

forbedrede brændstoføkonomien og dels reducerede udledningen af ultra-fine partikler. Po-

wer enheden består af en brændselscelle og et batteri, og kører på bio-brændsel. Køretøjet 

skal bruges til at demonstration af de teknologier som partnerne LiB (batteristyrring og lade-

re) og DPS (brændselsceller) har udviklet. En Fiat Scudo blev brugt som platform for demon-

strationen på DTU. Projektet har været essentielt for udviklingen af: 

- Nye produkter til batteristyring i biler, specifikt n-BMS’en og en ny fast-charger en-

hed. Disse produkter har gjort LiB til en attraktiv partner for store spillere inden for 

automotive, og har bl.a. resulteret i en >10 mio. kr. investering fra en kinesisk bil-

producent. 

- Markant forbedring af høj temperatur polymer brændselsceller på alle parametre fra 

pris til ydelse. Dette har muliggjort at DPS har kunne tiltrække betydelige investe-

ring. DPS arbejder videre på ”hybrid power” konceptet med en ny partner. 

 

 

1.3 Executive summary  

 

The project has enabled both LiB and DPS to address new markets and partners for their 

products: 

- LiB’ Automotive BMS products have made LiB attractive to major automotive players 

and have among other things led to a >10 mio DKK investment from a Chinese au-

tomotive company. 

-  

- DPS’ fuel cells now represent true state of the art for HTPEM, and DPS is collabora-

tion with all HTPEM system manufacturers and developers on implementation of the 

“power pack” product and scaling of capacity. 

 

In addition, SPG have developed a cost-effective gasket concept that is being further devel-

oped together with a stack manufacturer. 

 

The electric car has been delivered to Campus Service (DTU) and is in daily use and serve as 

a demonstrator for the partners technologies. 

 

The potential market and actual volume for the individual products provided by LiB and DPS 

far exceed that of the power pack envisioned in the original project. Furthermore, the HTPEM 

stack developed by the Turkish partner Teksis has not reached a sufficiently high TRL that 

enables commercialisation of a complete “plug ‘n play” power pack. LiB and DPS have there-

fore naturally chosen to focus on their individual products. 
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1.4 Project objectives  

 

The project objective was to develop a hybrid power pack (and related components) as range 

extender for electric vehicles, which both improves fuel efficiency and reduces the emission 

of ultra-fine particles at the same time (as described in the modified project description). The 

hybrid power pack is based on a combination of batteries and a fuel cell system (as a battery 

charger). The market potential for the power pack and related components are much larger 

than just airport operations (as described in the initial project application). The project was 

therefore extended to promote the technology to a broader range of end-users by establish-

ing a “stakeholder group”. The choice of fuel will be expanded to also include bio-methanol 

and bio-ethanol. This means that the fueling options is more widespread available. It should 

be emphasized that the use of a standard van – instead of a specialized airport vehicle – will 

give access to a much wider market as well as it will make the dissemination and exploitation 

to customers much easier. 

 

The project successfully addressed all the tasks and deliverables (as described in the “Modi-

fied project description”): 

- LiB completed the electric part of the demonstration vehicle, including the develop-

ment of related/required components. 

- DPS and DTU completed the fuel cell system, including the development of relat-

ed/required components. 

- DTU and DPS successfully integrated the fuel cell system in the vehicle. 

 

The resulting electric vehicle has the possibility to charge from a standard outlet (onboard 

charger) or independently through the fuel cell system. The fuel cell system is integrated 

with a methanol reformer and thus operates on methanol. 

 

The fuel cell stack developed by Teksis and the complete fuel cell system was developed to 

approx. TRL 5, meaning that marketing the complete hybrid power pack would be prema-

ture. Furthermore, both LiB and DPS have established close collaboration with external part-

ners whom are already addressing and present on the automotive market. This provides both 

a faster path to increased sale for the partners, and a near-term commercialization of a hy-

brid power pack for automotive applications. 

 

In summary: The project has resulted in increased sales and investments for both LiB and 

DPS despite lack of success related to the commercialization of the hybrid power pack within 

the project (CM4).  
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1.5 Project results and dissemination of results 

 

The project was divided into six work packages (WP): 

WP1 – Project Management (LiB) 

WP2 – Fuel cell system (DPS) 

WP3 – Power management system (LiB) 

WP4 – System integration (DTU ECS replaced DTU MEK) 

WP5 – Field Test (DPS)  

WP6 – Commercial exploitation (LiB) 

 

The main results and findings for the individual WP’s are summarized below. The reporting 

for WP2 and WP4 was merged for practical reasons. 

 

 

WP1 (LiB): 

LiB have been handling the administrative project management of the project (reporting and 

financial status to EUDP), while DPS have handled the technical project management. 

 

 

WP2 (DPS) and WP4 (DTU ECS): 

The MEA product development has focused specifically on using bio-fuel reformat as fuel. 

This has resulted in significant improvements and the developed fuel cells (also known as 

Membrane Electrode Assembly or MEA) represents State of the Art in the world with respect 

to both performance and durability (see figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: Performance of DPS MEAs in 2019 compared to 2016. The improvement has enabled almost a 

doubling in current- and power density while reducing the Pt loading with 40%.  

 

 More than 5000 h operation with methanol reformate have demonstrated low degradation 

(<8 μV/h) and high performance (>570 mV@400 mA/cm2, see figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Durability test of DPS MEAs using methanol reformat as fuel. 

 

The scaleup of production has further reduced the cost significantly. Further actions include 

cost reductions (e.g. better platinum utilization, production setup/processes and scale). DPS 

has as a result of the project entered into close collaboration with several system manufac-

tures that appears very promising. Their expectation is for fuel cells to be able to compete 

with diesel engines for backup power and range extenders for electric cars.  

 

SPG has worked on the development of new processes for gaskets and flow plates. The orig-

inal plan was to manufacture flow plates by injection molding. However, detailed process and 

material analysis caused SPG to abandon this approach as it did not prove financially viable 

with the existing materials/compounds. A process for cost effective gaskets has been devel-

oped and the test results are very promising. It is expected to result in a significant cost 

reduction. SPG are discussing with different stack builders regarding scaling of the produc-

tion. 

 

Teksis developed a modular design for a liquid cooled 5 kW FC stack (see figure 3), including 

flow plate and gasket design. The stack was optimized for MEAs from DPS. 

 

  
Figure 3: Illustration of the modular stack concept developed by Teksis (left) and first successful test of 

a module (right). 

 

DPS participated in two project meetings in Ankara (Turkey) regarding the stack develop-

ment (see figure 4). The planned meeting in Denmark was canceled due to political “turbu-

lence” in Turkey. 
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Figure 4: Photo of Huseyin Devrim (Teksis) and Hans Aage Hjuler (DPS) during a project meeting in 

Ankara. 

 

The fuel cell is powered by hydrogen from reforming of methanol: 

CH3OH + H2O -> CO2 + 3H2 

 

For optimal performance, the fuel cell needs a surplus of hydrogen as compared to the 

amount corresponding to the current produced. The excess hydrogen is mixed with air and 

fed to burners heating the reformer. The layout of the reformer – FC circuit is shown in fig-

ure 5. 

 
Figure 5: Reformer – fuel cell flow diagram. In normal service the methanol-water mixture is evaporated 

and fed to reformer. Reformate is fed to fuel cell stack. Excess hydrogen (containing CO2 and water) is 

mixed with air and “burned” over a catalyst to provide heat for the reformer. The fuel cell coolant pro-

vides heat for the evaporator and stabilizes reformate temperature. The fuel cell stack is protected from 

over pressure by relief valves on feed lines for fuel and coolant. Overpressure fuel is vented to atmos-

phere; overpressure coolant is by passed to suction side of circulation pump. The fuel cell stack air feed 

does not require over pressure protection as the blower stagnation pressure is below the permissible fuel 

cell stack pressure. During heat up an electric heater provides hot coolant for the evaporator and heating 

the fuel cell stack. By pass valves allow feeding methanol or reformate to the catalytic burner. 
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Two reformers was developed: one for methane and one for methanol. For optimal perfor-

mance, the fuel cell need a surplus of hydrogen as compared to the amount corresponding to 

the current produced. The excess hydrogen is mixed with air and fed to burners heating the 

reformer. 

 

The reformer is based on a commercially available catalyst from Haldor Topsøe. In order to 

assure full conversion and suppress side reactions forming CO an excess of water is feed to 

the reformer. Since the reformate gas composition and therefore the mixture is a critical 

parameter for safety and fuel cell performance and service life a premixed reformer feed of 

methanol and water (1:1.5 by mole) is used (for larger systems reusing condensed water 

from the fuel cell could save weight both weight and improve efficiency). 

 

The reformer is constructed inside an aluminium block with separate channels for reforming 

methanol and combustion of excess hydrogen to provide the heat required for heating reac-

tants, covering reaction enthalpy and heat loss.  

 

The fuel cell stack evolves a considerable amount of heat (approximately 50 %). The heat is 

removed by a cooling loop operating at approx. 160 °C. The reformer requires heat supplied 

for evaporation of the methanol – water mixture and for heating to reaction temperature as 

well as for the reformation reaction. In order to reuse heat from fuel cell stack cooling loop 

(and minimizing the temperature differences inside reformer, the methanol – water feed is 

evaporated in a heat exchanger against the coolant. 

 

The reformer requires 250 – 300 °C working temperature and hence cannot be heated using 

the waste heat of the cooling loop. Instead the reformer is heated catalytically by burning 

excess hydrogen from the fuel cell stack in separate heater channels. The air is preheated 

using the burner exhaust in order to improve fuel efficiency (i.e. by minimizing the need for 

excess hydrogen to heat the reformer). Preheating air for the combustion also serves to sta-

bilize the burner temperature when using the CO2 rich partially spent fuel gas. In the course 

of optimization the reformer’s temperature was fixed at 280 °C as to ensure a stable fuel cell 

performance. Figure 6 shows a photo of the reformer, cooling loop and related heat ex-

changers. 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Photo of the reformer and related heating/cooling loops. The reformer is the most right unit 

and the cooling/heating loop is behind the blowers. The picture was taken during assembly of the setup. 
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The quality of the reformate was analysed using Gas chromatography. The content of H2, 

CO2 and CO present in the reformate gas decides the quality of reformate and performance 

of the reformer. The gas composition analysed online in real time as the whole reformer set-

up is connected directly to the gas chromatograph instrument. This enabled a detailed study 

of the process parameters on the resulting reformat quality. 

 

The results show that the reformate gas is free of any methanol vapor peak (or at least be-

low the detection limit of Gas chromatograph, i.e. <0.1 %). The CO level is <1 % during 

normal operation. Nearly 100% of theoretical conversion of both natural gas and methanol 

was demonstrated at optimized conditions. The results are presented in Figure 7.  

   

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Demonstration of hydrogen yield both in MeOH (on the left) and in NG (on the right) reform-

ers. The practical yields are close to theoretical limits (S/M = steam/methane ratio). 

 

There is a number of important safety considerations related to the reformer – FC system: 

- CO from reformer malfunction 

- Heating closed volumes 

- Leaks  

- Back firing of catalytic pre-mix hydrogen burner  

- Retaining burner catalyst (displaced catalyst may course local over heating of tubing) 

 

This is addressed by the integrated control system. The main parameter governing the sys-

tem is the current generated by the fuel cell. This system is greatly simplified by having the 

FC system operating in only two modes: off/idling (i.e. no current supplied to the car) or 

nominal load (2 kW nominal, although the system was tested up to 4 kW).  

  

In order to provide heat for reforming, the methanol feed is ~25 % higher than what is re-

quired by the FC. This level provides sufficient excess hydrogen for the reformer’s burner. 

The reformer and burner temperatures are secondary parameters for adjusting the additional 

methanol to maintain a stable reformer temperature. The layout is shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: PID diagram of the FC – reformer system. Main control parameter is fuel cell stack 

current governing the methanol-water mixture feed rate. Fuel cell stack coolant outlet tem-

perature controls radiator by pass and radiator blower. Blowers feeding air to fuel cell stack 

and catalytic burner as well as coolant pump operate at constant speed. Safety interlocks 

discontinues methanol-water mixture feed if any of the following temperatures exceeds max-

imum: reformer, catalytic burner or burner feed line (sign of burner back firiung). During 

heat up coolant electric heater temperature is maintained at 160 ˚C and reformer tempera-

ture at 300 ˚C.   

 

The FC system was optimized and tested in the 

lab using an external load (rather than the car). 

This work performed at DTU ECS (See figure 

9). This integration was optimized thermally in 

order to utilize the excess heat from the stack 

for the reforming process.  

 

 

 

Figure 9: Photo of FC system and FC team. 

 

As expected, the fuel cell stack performs better at higher hydrogen feed rates (higher volt-

age at fixed current) than required to maintain stable reformer temperature, but at the ex-

pense of reduced fuel efficiency (and challenges for the temperature control). 

The fuel cell stack – reformer is performing stable at 2 kW electrical power: 

- Burners can maintain reformer temperature without overheating sealing materials 

- Reformer supplies a stable hydrogen feed of sufficient quality (low carbon monoxide 

and very low unreacted methanol) to sustain fuel cell performance 

- Fuel cell maintains stable temperature while supplying heat for evaporating methanol 

– water feed for reformer and requiring some cooling power (radiator with intermit-

tent blower action) 

 

WP2 was completed with the delivery of a complete FC system ready for implementation in 

the car.  
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The FC system was integrated in the car (WP4) by DPS, DTU ECS and LiB (see figure 10). 

 

  
Figure 10: FC system as received (left), FC system after integration in the can (top right) and complete 

car ready for testing. 

 

The integration of the FC system with the car’s electrical system was done via a dc-dc con-

verter, which was connected and controlled by the BMS system. This ensured two autono-

mous systems, where the car runs on batteries with or without simultaneous charging from 

the FC system. The FC system can also charge the batteries when the car is not operating. 
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WP3 (LiB): 

 

 Leade

r 

Effort 

(MM) 

Due 

WP3 - Power management system LiB 26  

3.1 Components and cost analysis 

• D3.1 Cost analysis (report) 

LiB   

M9 

3.2 Dimension of battery and BMS system 

• D3.2 Power req. for operation (report) 

LiB   

M6 

3.3 Charge/discharge profile 

• D3.3 User pattern (report) 

LiB   

M6 

3.4 On-board charger 

• D3.4 Development of concept and proto type (component) 
• D3.5 Validation of charger concept (durability and performance) 

(report) 
• D3.6 Construction of final on-board charger (component) 

LiB   

M12 

M16 

M22 

3.5 Battery and BMS system 

• D3.7 Integration of components for electric power (component) 

LiB   

M22 

Objective: Design of battery management, power management system 

and the development of an on-board charger.  

   

 

In WP3 the power and battery management system for the hybrid vehicle was designed and 

implemented. The overall system architecture is shown in figure 11 below. 

  

 
Figure 11: Hybrid power system architecture 

 

The system components used were: 

• The BMS is of the type n-BMS supplied by Lithium Balance AS. Please see figure 12 

o The BMS is of the type network BMS build around a patented master – slave 

architecture. The BMS has one master Battery Master Control Unit (MCU). 

The MCU is controlling the basic relay and communication functionality and 

the system safety parameters. The MCU is daisy chained with the Cell Moni-
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toring Units (CMUs). The CMU is surveying the individual cells in the pack, by 

monitoring the cell voltage and the temperature.  

o The BMS connect and disconnect the battery pack, by controlling the main re-

lays for of the battery pack.   

o When the vehicles is turned off or in a state of error, redundant relays galvan-

ically isolate both the positive and negative high voltage from the battery 

pack to the vehicle.  

• Battery cells. The cells are from the Korean manufacturer KOKAM. The cells formfac-

tor is SLPB120255255. The battery chemistry is NMC. The cells are supplied by Ko-

rean manufacturer KOKAM. The cells are paced in to modules of 12 cells each. The 

total number of cells in the system are 72. The cells are power cells, to minimize the 

heat development during high load or charge current. They are specifically specified 

to accommodate installation of ChaDeMo, Fast Charge Interface. The cells are each 

75Ah or 277.5W at 100% DoD  

• DC/DC converter. The system has an implemented DC/DC to convert the battery HV 

to 24V for operating the FC, this was installed in close cooperation w. DTU. The 

DC/DC is manufactured by Meanwell, model RSP-1000-24  

• The vehicle was equipped with a 3200W charger to charge the HV battery. The 

charger is of the brand Powerfinn, type: PAP3200. The charger is a CAN based 

charger. The charger is controlled by the BMS.  

    

 

Figure 12: n-BMS used for battery management of the hybrid vehicle 

 

  

After selecting the relevant components for the hybrid vehicle, these were installed and test-

ed. 
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The battery pack was placed underneath the 

car. The pack was placed in line with the vehi-

cle, between the chassis frame structure. This 

is the original location from the initial conver-

sion of the vehicle. The battery modules were 

fitted in a single compartment, directly under 

the center of the care. The battery pack was 

originally fitted with a split battery pack, of 

which the smaller pack in the rear is no longer 

utilized.  

 

 

Figure 13: Hybrid vehicle battery pack 

 

WP5 (DPS): 

 

The integration of the FC system in the electric car was delayed despite both the car and the 

FC system being completed. This was due to a long delay in the delivery of the inverter con-

necting the FC system to the cars electric system. Figure 11 shows the car during the 

demonstration phase at DTU. 

 

 
Figure 11: The car during demonstration at DTU. 

 

The demonstration is ongoing/continuing as the car is now part of DTU CAS’ fleet of utility 

vehicles operating at DTU. 

 

The key feature of the car is the independence of charging infrastructure. The continuous 

charging during the day means that the car can be left to charge at any point at DTU without 

having to search for a charging station. At night it is recharged using a standard 16 A outlet. 
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WP6 (DPS): 

The project has resulted in significant external investments (< 2 M€ during the project dura-

tion) in development and manufacturing processes at DPS. This has created the foundation 

for the next step for HTPEM fuel cells: An investment and collaboration agreement with an 

external partner. This will scale HTPEM for automotive use (the hybrid power concept) with 

more than an order of magnitude within 1-2 years.  

 

The hybrid vehicle project has been a major element in the transition of Lithium Balance to 

become a supplier of BMS’es to the growing automotive market. Integrating our BMS and 

fast charger into a vehicle has provided extremely valuable feedback to the product devel-

opment and the vehicle project has been an important show-case towards customers. 

 

 

1.6 Utilization of project results  
 

The hybrid vehicle project has been a major element in the transition of Lithium Balance to 

become a supplier of BMS’es to the growing automotive market. Integrating our BMS and 

fast charger into a vehicle has provided extremely valuable feedback to the product devel-

opment and the vehicle project has been an important show-case towards customers. 

 

As a first step towards the automotive market the n-BMS developed partly through this pro-

ject has led to additional investments into the company and into a second generation of au-

tomotive BMS’es, the so-called z-BMS. The z-BMS is targeting the Chinese and worldwide 

high volume passenger car market. This investment has created at least 8 new jobs in R&D 

and more jobs in sales and production are expected when the new product reaches the mar-

ket 
 

The results of the present project are very important for the future collaboration between 

DPS and Blue World Technology (BWT) in Ålborg. BWT focuses entirely on the automotive 

sector using the same technology as here. The business plans for the involved companies will 

be updated accordingly, presumably already in 2019. 

 

The project partners do not expect to take out patents. 
 

Operation of vehicles on green methanol is a very important step to pave the way for a fossil 

free Denmark in the future. 
 

The collaboration with the Turkish company Teksis is expected to open the market for Danish 

fuel cell technology in the Middle east.  
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1.7 Project conclusion and perspective 

 

The project has been highly successful both in terms of technical progress and commercial 

progress: 

- The new products developed by LiB have both created new jobs and attracted in-

vestments from collaboration partners.  

- The significant advances in HTPEM fuel cells have enabled DPS to attract both in-

vestments and a collaboration partner for the next step towards commercialization of 

the hybrid power pack concept.  

 

The project has enabled the industrial partner to make significant advancements within their 

respective fields, thus made an essential contribution to the transition towards fossil fuel free 

transportation. The developed products and technologies are being applied to electric vehi-

cles today. 

 

The actual hybrid power pack (as developed within the project) is not ready for commerciali-

zation (too low TRL). However, DPS is continuing to develop the concept together with BWT 

and the first small series production are expected to begin already in 2019. 

 

The commercialization of the products and concepts developed by SPG awaits feedback for a 

partner before any further activity. 
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